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 THE LEBESGUE SYNDROME

 First I would like to express my thanks to George Cross

 for inviting me to take part in this Symposium on Real Analysis.

 Then I should explain that, being one whose research has

 boon mainly in the theory of integration, my talk is partly

 h t Jitorical, partly personal, and partly a looking to the future

 Good accounts of the origins of present-day mathematics

 hov«-» been given, and, in particular, for integration theory

 Lh"-re are two articles by T.H. Hildebrandt ( -1980) [21], [22],

 an- 1 two by P. S. Bullen [1],[2]. The latter two can be used

 to supplement the given references, which are the bare minimum

 for this paper . For the earlier period I. Grattan-Guinness [16)

 and J. V. Grabiner [15] will be found most useful.

 In brief, for about 150 years from the time of I. Newton

 (1642-1727) and G. W. Leibnitz (1646-1716) the word function

 had a rather badly defined sense. It was usually a variable y

 connected to a variable x by an equation involving a finite

 number of symbols of algebraic operations (addition, subtraction

 multiplication, division, and extraction of roots) , trigonometry

 operations (using sin, cos, tan, arcsin, arccos, arctan) and

 logarithmic and exponential operations (using logß and e ) ,
 the so-called elementary functions of G. H. Hardy (1877-1947),

 see [17], Lebesgue (1875-1941) in [26] seems to call them

 eulerian continuous , and mentions that a great number of

 functions expressed in this way, have integrals that can also
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 be expressed in this way. Hardy [17] goes into various

 questions of this type. But Lebesgue [26] points out that

 if f (x)_>0 and is bounded and eulerian continuous, and if A(x)

 is the area under the curve y = f(x) from a to x, then

 dA/dx = f(x). The relation between A(x) and x is clearly

 a good geometric relation and A(x) is a decent function, but

 A(x) need not be an elementary function. Further, J.B.J.

 Fourier (1768-1830) showed that trigonometric series, that

 can represent euleriari continuous functions, can also represent

 discontinuous functions formed of parts of functions. An

 easy example is

 f(x) = X (0_<X<1ï) , -x(-71<x<0),

 and people used to regard this as two functions, not one.

 Some students at an elementary level think the same even

 today. Ye.t we can write it as +/{x2), so that even this is

 an elementary function. Another example is

 f(x) =5 (x = 0), 0(0<x<7r), i {x = tt) , 1 (tt<x<2tt)

 with f(x) having a period 2. The Fourier series of this

 f(x) has sum equal to f(x) for all x. Examples like this

 showed the necessity of extending the idea of a function.

 The first to give the modern definition was A. L. Cauchy

 (1789-1867), but. even Cauchy said that functions were given

 by analytic expressions. G. F. B. Riemann (1826-1866) took

 Cauchy' s definition in full generality, omitting the requirente:

 of analytic expression. If anyone wishes to look at the

 origins of modern analysis, one need not look any earlier

 than Cauchy, he was the Euclid of analysis, unless one wants

 to stride into the morass of ill-defined ideas and illogical
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 reasoning. Yet much good mathematics was produced before

 Cauchy .

 People turned to integration for a variety of reasons

 and needs. Nowadays they can be roughly classified into

 four kinds. First are appropriate integral formulae for

 areas on flat and curved surfaces, volumes of solid figures,

 lengths of certain curves, and measures of mass, moments of

 intirtia, charge given a charge density, magnetism given a

 m.i'jfu»tic density, and so on. Secondly, integrals are needed

 to aolve differential and integral equations in the sciences

 a cvi «îlsewhere. Next, continuous linear functionals and self-

 adjoint (hypermaximal) linear operators over spaces of

 functions often use Stielt jes-type integrals in functional

 analysis. This is of course a modern use. Finally, integrals

 are used for statistical distributions and are often used to

 approximate sums, such as normal integrals for binomial sums.

 If anyone knows of another field where integrals are used,

 please let me know.

 Having set the scene for their use, we now turn to the

 historical introduction of integrals, beginning with Cauchy.

 Leibnitz's notation for integrals used a large S, while
 fb

 Fourier used the modern notation ' f(x)dx. Cauchy defined

 this definite integral on the finite interval fa,b] of the

 real line by using divisions

 a = xQ<x1<...<xn -- b j = 1,...,n)

 He then took the limit as 5-*0 of suras
 n

 y f(x. , ) (x . -X . . ) 3-1 , 3 . 3-1 . .
 j = 1
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 while Riemann replaced by f (£.,), where each Łnke*

 every value in ix..^^]; to define nis integral. Then
 J. G. Darboux (1842-1917) used the infimum mix^^x^) and
 supremum M(x._-,x.) of f in (x. ,,x.] in place of f ( Ç . ) in

 3 3 3 3 3

 the sums. If the sums using m and the sums using M tend to

 the same limit as ô-*-0 we have the Riemann-Darboux integral.

 It is easy to show that the Riemann and Riemann-Darboux

 integrals are equivalent when the values of f are real. Note

 also that we could assume that £.= 3 x-_i 3 ' or 3 = 3 ' not 3 3 ' 3 3

 necessarily the same end for each interval, for each time

 that X. 4<Ç.<x. we can put 3-1 j 3

 fUj) (x.-x.,,) = f(Ķ.) (Ç.-x.^+fd-.) Uj-šj)
 and the new sum has the at the ends of the intervals.

 At about that time many new functions were produced, and

 S. Saks [31 J gave typical cries from older analysts. H. Poinca*

 (1854-1912) said in French something like this. 'Previously,

 when one invented a new function it was for practical purposes.

 Nowadays one invents them intentionally to put at fault the

 reasonings of our fathers and one can never get away from

 that!' Ch. Hermite (1822-1901) said, 'I turn myself with

 terror and horror from that lamentable wound of functions

 that have no derivatives'. It could have been the Fourier
 OP

 series ancos (b*Vx) for ab>1 with b an odd integer and
 n=0

 0<a<1. I wonder what they would have said about the example

 of W. Sierpináki (1882-1969) in [32] of a plane set that has

 one point only, on each line parallel to the x-axis and on

 each line parallel to the y-axis, and yet that is Lebesgue

 nort-raeasurable and so Jordan (1838-1922) non-measurable!
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 (Jordan measure corresponds to Riemann integration) . E. Borei

 (1871-1956) produced his theory of measure, and R. Baire

 (1874-1932) his transfinite sequences, and then at the turn

 of the century came H. Lebesgue and his integral. Someone

 once said that Borei could have kicked himself, for not

 having produced Lebesgue 's integral before Lebesgue. Whether

 that was true or false, Lebesgue' s work was the culmination

 of all that had gone before. There are 57 varieties of

 definition of Lebesgue integration, Lebesgue himself divided

 up the range of values of f(x), supposed bounded by A and B,

 A < i ( X ) <B , and first found the measure of the set

 of X where <f (x) <B, taking A = yo^i***^^ = B* Then
 he found the limit of sums

 as the greatest of the tends to 0. He could have

 omitted A and B and have used infinite sums, to cover the

 case when f is unbounded, for in the absolute case everything

 converges. Lebesgue' s integral was a giant step forward, and

 mathematicians voiced their acclaim. W. H. Young (1863-1942)

 had his own method, using monotone sequences repeatedly, his

 method now going under the later name of P. J. Danieli (1889-

 1946) [6], but Young enthusiastically took up Lebesgue's method

 Many years ago Mrs. Tanner (Miss R. C. Young) gave me many of

 her father's papers, and I have photocopied some more, and in

 his papers [35] , [36] , have found that he had written the papers

 before reading Lebesgue's work just before March 16th, 1904.

 In subsequent papers he mentioned Lebesgue's papers with

 enthusiasm. Again, last year Jean Mawhin gave me de la Vallee
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 Poussin' s (1866-1962) papers on integration, and his book

 [7] , which I had read avidly when beginning research. There

 is a narked difference between his papers before 1900 and

 those after 1900, Lebesgue's influence was clearly of a major

 importance in his case. Interestingly, the papers before

 1900 contain results for limits of Riemann integrals that

 cannot be included in Lebesgue integration theory. However/

 there are exceptions to every rule, G. H. Hardy lived through

 that period but ignored Lebesgue's work. We are now 80 years

 further on, and yet Lebesgue still has a very powerful influence

 on research workers in integration theory, as one can see in

 Mathematical Reviews, section 28.

 It soon became clear that, however good the Lebesgue

 integral appeared to be, it was not good enough to integrate

 all derivatives, and A. Denjoy (1884-1974), [8] , [9] , gave a

 construction in 1912 that began with the Lebesgue integral

 over some intervals and ended with the totalisation or what

 Is now known as the Denjoy-Perron integral. 0. Perron (1880-

 1975, [301, in 1914 gave his own integral using derivatives,

 that was proved equivalent to Denjoy' s first integral. Later

 it was found that not all everywhere convergent trigonometric

 series have sum functions integrable by those methods, and

 one has to go even further , to Burkill ' s Cesàro-Perron integral

 [3J , his symmetrical Cesàro-Perron integral [4], and the

 Marcinkiewicz- Zygmund integral [29] .

 Everyone researching in the theory of integration will

 have his or her own description of the original attraction to

 i,t. The personal side of this talk may explain mine. I was

 brought up in the Lebesgue tradition, having lectures in 1942
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 from J. C. Burkill who followed W. H. Young. Next were

 lectures from R. G. Cooke (1895-1965) in 1943 who followed

 Titchmarsh's (1899-1963) book [33] , and finally lectures

 from A. S. Besicovitch (1891-1979) in 1947 who in the main

 followed Saks [31], except for his own differentiation

 theory. Also, from 1943 on, I read Saks [31] and de la Vallée

 Poussin [7]. I always regret having no time in 1947 to

 attend Besicovitch' s lectures on non-absolute integration

 i ii the Den joy way, but had to squash a year's lectures into

 6 months. Having had R. G. Cooke's lectures on infinite

 matrices and the summability of series in 1943, when it

 Carut; to part-time research in 1944 under Paul Dienes (1882-

 1«J"t2) , while working in the Ministry of Supply, X suggested

 doing the analogue for integrals of the summability theory

 of Bosanquet for sums. Here, the necessary and sufficient
 00

 conditions on (a^) in order that y amvbv should exist for
 <» k~ i

 m - 1,2,... and should tend to b^ as m-"» whenever the
 k=1

 last sum is convergent, are that lim a . = 1 (k = 1,2,...)
 m~o mk .

 and that for some fixed finite M independent- of m,
 00

 X 'am,k+1 amk' - M (m = 1 ,2' " #) *
 k=1

 Anyone with half an eye for the integration will see that

 the last condition would in the analogue produce a function

 of bounded variation. I suggested this as a research problem,

 but Dienes said, 'I have had so many students doing summability.

 You will do integration'. It is such a good tale of the

 intransigence of a supervisor that it is a pity to say that

 he added, 'Do you think it a good idea?' Not knowing of the

 research he had in mind, naturally I said, 'Yes'. So one who had
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 scorned Riemann theory in favour of Lebesgue, had to examine

 Riemann sums with a norm or mesh limit, or a limit by

 refinement of subdivisions, and it was an easy progression

 to Burkill's interval functions; with a few Lebesgue problems,

 while still wrestling with that first research problem.

 Finally it came out and was published in 1955, 11 years

 afterwards. In between, for example, L. Tonelli' s (1885-1946)

 definition [34} of Lebesgue integration was examined. For

 every measurable function f in [0,1] there is an open set G

 of measure less than a given e>0, such that f is continuous

 in [0,1 ]'G. Continuing f by a line across each component
 interval of G we see that f is the limit almost everywhere

 of a sequence of continuous functions fR. Tonelli' s definition

 is tne limit of the integral of fR, which works when f is
 Lebesgue integrable. Approximate to the integral of f by a

 Ricir.ann sum and then with care a sequence of Riemann sums

 tends to the Lebesgue integral. One needs to tidy up as

 the parts of the Riemann sums in the open sets might not use

 the values of f. But in 1948 I had no means of specifying

 the sums and so dropped the matter. Then the first problem

 clarified. I needed ' fdg for all bounded Baire functions f,

 wishing to prove that g is of bounded variation on each finite

 range. It was no use assuming this a priori , so Lebesgue or

 J. Radon (1887-1956) integration was out. Ward integration

 also proved useless as I needed g to be a priori any bounded

 Baire function, and when g is the characteristic function of

 the rationals and the integral exists as a Ward integral even
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 over a finite interval, then f is constant there. To prove

 this result I used what was later called the Riemann-complete

 integral, without realising all the implications. ' This was

 paper [18] , pp. 277-278, proof of Theorem 1, in 1955, and

 I used it again in 1957 in [19], pp. 97-98, Theorem 1. To

 finish the first problem I integrated by parts in the Ward

 integral, so getting a strong enough integral and the finish

 of the proof. The next topic was to put the convergence

 ř.ieť.ors into the definition of the Ward integral, like Burkill's

 Conaro-Perron integrals, to give N-integration. The

 introduction to the original paper had another definition

 colled the N-variational integral, just to try it out, and

 I expected the Referee to remove it. I inferred afterwards

 that the Referee was Miss W. L. C. Sargent (1905-1979); she

 said, 'I think the author would do well to lay much more stress

 on his descriptive definition and to explain the definition

 nore carefully. This seems to involve a new idea for a

 descriptive definition, and there is a danger it will tend to

 be overlooked because of the heavy working of the rest of the

 paper. It might in fact be a good plan either to separate the

 paper into two, or to write a short note on the descriptive

 definition of the Ward integral to be published separately* ♦

 Being so encouraged by that perceptive Referee, I carried out

 both suggestions, publishing three papers. Good advice is

 not always wasted! Axioms being needed for an abstract space,

 one axiom led me to the Riemann integral using complete sets,

 or the Riemann-complete integral, published 1961. Thus the

 journey into convergence-factor integration theory was
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 reversed, returning to Riemann sums but with a more general

 limit. This work was independent of J. Kurzweil 's paper

 [23] in 1957, and I was informed of that paper by K. Kartàk

 in a letter dated 3rd October 1963. So, as often occurs in

 mathematics, it could be a matter of argument who has the

 priority. In any case, Lebesgue [25], pp. 30-33, showed

 that his integral is the limit of Riemann sums, and so did

 Den joy [12], [13], though neither gave anything explicit.

 The first explicit construction was in Beppo Levi (1875- ),

 [27], in 1941, and earlier in 1923, according to Mrs. Foglio.

 It was a construction of the measure of the set of ordinates

 of the function to be integrated, assumed non-negative. As

 for me, I was turned upside down in 1958, throwing away

 Łebesgue and grasping Riemann I The Riemann-complete integral

 (now called the generalized Riemann integral and based on

 division spaces) is so linked with the calculus that it is

 more practical than Lebesgue' s integral. Also it is a non-

 absolute integral while Lebesgue' s is an absolute integral,

 the difference being analogous to the difference between all

 convergent series and absolutely convergent series.

 The number of papers on Lebesgue measure and integration

 is still large, for instance, in the last year section 28 of

 Mathematical Reviews contains 195 or so reviews, excluding

 those on ergodicity, with some more in section 26. There

 are at least 19 papers on set-valued measures, 16 on the

 extension of measures and similar set functions, 11 on product

 measures, 9 on fuzzy measures and integrals, 6 on inequalities,

 5 on the Radon-Nikodym theorem, and so on. In that year only
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 6 papers reviewed are devoted to non-absolute integration

 even though the theory is easier than most Lebesgue theories

 if the generalised Riemann or variational integral is used.

 It seems that analysts act towards integration in a way

 analogous to those who only use absolutely convergent series

 and ignore conditionally convergent series, and you can

 Imagine what an uproar would occur if the experts in series

 bohaved in that way! In fact you have the Lebesgue syndrome

 if you ignore the work done on non-absolute integration. It

 is 80 years since Lebesgue made his vast improvement, and

 mvirly 30 years since the non-absolute theory was simplified.

 Mcjy I throw out a challenge to you to look at the papers

 using Lebesgue theory, to see whether the proofs can be

 improved and the contents generalized by generalized Riemann

 methods. The good work produced by R. L. Jeffery ( - ),

 R. D. James (1909-1979), and the analysts at this Seminar,

 must be built upon and carried forward. Even the simple device

 of including the dates of dead integration experts gives a

 feeling for the history and a pointer for the future in

 showing what has been done and what is left to be done. As

 for me, in the next year there is work on stochastic and

 other functional integrals, and work on martingales using

 division space methods. A question of Pfeffer on the

 integrability of f<f> on [a,b] x [a, 6] when

 rb r*
 ' fdx , ' «1>dÇ
 Ha a

 exist as Perron integrals, has been answered and extended

 to Çîesàro-Perron and similar integrals, but not to the James
 integrals. For some years, Mrs. Foglio has asked me for a
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 G. Fubini (1879-1943) theorem for Cesàro-Perron integrals

 and now one may appear. Other general questions can be

 asked, for instance, why is one convergence-factor integral

 more powerful than another? Is there a better limit theorem

 than the Arzela-Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and

 its extensions to non-absolute integration? So much needs

 to be done, so that I should stop and let us get on with

 the task.
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